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discontinued;  and the chapmen only rode out for orders,
carrying with them patterns in their bags " l.
The	In the passage quoted above Defoe distinguishes between
pedlars. ^ < travelling merchants ' and ' pedlars ' : but elsewhere
he alludes to ' the Manchester men ' as " being, saving their
wealth, a kind of pedlars who carry their goods themselves
to the country shopkeepers everywhere, as do now the
Yorkshire and Coventry manufacturers also " 2. The two
classes shaded off into one another, since the pedlar himself
might travel with horses 3 and carry on an extensive business.
In general, however, " those who travel and go from house
to house selling by retail are properly pedlars and called by
that name"4. People in the eighteenth century (it was
remarked in 1738) had " now but an indifferent notion of
the trade of a pedlar " 5, although in earlier times the latter
occupied a not inconsiderable place in the internal economy
of the country. The following is a list of pedlar's wares
about the year 1540 :
" What ? dost thou not knowe that every pedler
In all kinde of trifles must be a medlar ?
Specially in women's tryflinges.
Those use we cheafly above all things.
Gloves, pynnes, combs, glasses unspotted,
Pomanders, hookes, and lasses knotted,
Broches, rynges, and all manner of bedes,
Laces, round and flat, for women's hedes,
Medyls, thred, thimbell, shers, and all such knackes " 6.
Lam	The legislature frowned upon the pedlar from a general
*Attw*     Dislike of ' vagrant persons', whose professed occupation
often served as a cloak for thieving.   " It is evident ", recited
an Act of 1552, " that tinkers, pedlars and such-like vagrant
1	Aikin, A Description of the Country . . . round Manchester (1795),
183-184.   The arduous existence of a travelling merchant is depicted in
Thomas Walker's Original:  Espinasse, Lancashire Worthies, first series,
300.
2	Defoe, The Complete English Tradesman (ed. 1732), i. 327.
 *	Infra, p. 91.
 *	Defoe, The Complete English Tradesman (ed. 1727), ii. part ii. 78.
5 Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland, vi. 170.
 *	Quoted in Dowell, A History of Taxation (ed. 1888), iii. 26.

